INTRODUCTION
============

The acute-phase response (APR) is a sequence of complex physiologic processes that is associated with inflammation and is catalyzed by stress, injury, illness, or trauma. These processes influence a number of mostly short-term biological functions. The main purpose of the inflammatory response is to prevent damage to tissues and to remove harmful molecules and pathogens ([@b1]). However, certain chronic conditions such as heart disease, adiposity, and auto-immune diseases as well as fatigue, appetite loss, impaired nutrient absorption, and further dysregulation of steroid-hormonal axes are caused by or consequent to the chronic activation of the inflammatory state ([@b2]--[@b4]). In many settings, inflammation and malnutrition coexist as part of the 2-way causal malnutrition-infection cycle, whereby undernutrition increases risk and severity of inflammation and infection, and inflammation impairs nutritional status by decreasing food intake and impairing micronutrient absorption ([@b5], [@b6]). The inflammatory process also hinders the assessment of nutritional status by transiently altering nutrient biomarkers ([@b5], [@b7]).

The initiation and coordination of the APR is primarily regulated by the cytokines TNF-α and IL-1 ([@b8]). Once the production of cytokines has been initiated, the cytokines, in turn, stimulate the production of acute-phase proteins (APPs), some of which are positive or have a rise in concentration \[e.g., C-reactive protein (CRP), α-1-acid glycoprotein (AGP), and ferritin\], whereas others are negative or have a decrease in concentration (e.g., retinol-binding protein) ([@b5]). These transient shifts in concentration of ferritin and retinol-binding protein, both of which are commonly used biomarkers of micronutrient status, can affect the ability to accurately evaluate an individual's micronutrient status at the time of concurrent inflammation or micronutrient status at the population level, especially in groups in whom chronic disease or infections are common.

A number of proposed analytic approaches, including the exclusion of individuals with inflammation from final analyses, are designed to adjust micronutrient biomarker concentrations to account for the influence of inflammation on nutritional biomarkers. However, methods such as the exclusion method presume that individuals with inflammation will have the same sociodemographic and health profiles as those of individuals without inflammation; further, these methods require a concurrent APP measurement, which may not always be possible ([@b9], [@b10]). A better understanding of consistent associations between commonly measured covariates and inflammation may facilitate the development of a profile of population segments who are more likely to be experiencing inflammation. For example, a number of studies have shown that adiposity is associated with differential odds of inflammation ([@b11]--[@b13]). In addition, wasting (which is a measure of acute malnutrition) and stunting (which is a measure of chronic malnutrition) may also be associated with elevated odds of inflammation ([@b14]). Socioeconomic status (SES) has also been frequently included as a potential correlate of inflammation with measures of increasing household wealth typically being associated with a reduced likelihood of elevated CRP ([@b15]--[@b17]).

The objective of this analysis was to investigate the prevalence of inflammation and the strength and overall pattern of associations between inflammation as measured via CRP and AGP and commonly assessed covariates such as household demographics, recent and current illness, and anthropometric status as assessed with the use of cross-sectional data across a range of global environments. Where identified, these associations could be used to inform statistical methods to adjust for inflammation in situations in which biochemical indicators are not measured. Further, these results contribute to the overall Biomarkers Reflecting Inflammation and Nutritional Determinants of Anemia (BRINDA) project to improve our understanding of how to assess iron and vitamin A status during the inflammatory state ([@b18]).

METHODS
=======

Data sets
---------

We used data from the BRINDA project ([www.BRINDA-nutrition.org](http://www.BRINDA-nutrition.org)); the methods for identifying surveys, inclusion and exclusion criteria, and data management have been described in detail elsewhere ([@b18]). The BRINDA protocol was reviewed by the Institutional Review Board of the NIH and was deemed non--human subjects research. The surveys included in the BRINDA project were nationally or subnationally representative household-based surveys of apparently healthy individuals and met the following inclusion criteria: *1*) conducted after 2004; *2*) included preschool children (PSC) (age range: 6--59 mo) or nonpregnant women of reproductive age (WRA) (age range: 15--49 y); and *3*) measured ≥1 biomarker of anemia (hemoglobin), iron (ferritin or soluble transferrin receptor) or vitamin A status (retinol-binding protein or retinol) and ≥1 biomarker of inflammation (AGP or CRP). All 16 PSC and 10 WRA BRINDA surveys were used for this analysis. These surveys, which were nationally representative unless otherwise stated, were conducted in Bangladesh (subnational), Cameroon, Cote d'Ivoire, Colombia, Georgia, Kenya (2007 and 2010; both subnational), Laos, Liberia, Mexico (2006 and 2012), Nicaragua, Philippines (subnational), Pakistan, Papua New Guinea (PNG), and the United States. Both CRP and AGP were measured in 9 of 16 PSC surveys. Of the remaining 7 surveys, 5 surveys had CRP data only, whereas 2 surveys had only AGP data. All 10 WRA surveys measured CRP, and 5 surveys further measured AGP. The per capita gross national income (GNI), which was converted to US dollars with the use of the World Bank Atlas method and divided by the midyear population, was obtained for each country reflecting the year that the survey was collected and was used to define low-income (GNI: ≤\$1045), lower-middle--income (GNI: \$1046--\$4125), upper-middle--income (GNI: \$4126--\$12,735), and high-income (GNI: ≥\$12,736) countries ([@b19], [@b20]).

Laboratory analysis
-------------------

Venous or capillary blood was collected from each respondent, and serum was stored at −20°C until analysis; the PNG survey used dried blood spots. AGP and CRP concentrations were assessed with the use of a sandwich ELISA at the VitMin Laboratory in 9 of 16 PSC surveys and 4 of 10 WRA surveys ([@b21]). In other countries, AGP and CRP were assessed with the use of turbidimetry, nephelometry, and immunoassay methods. Malaria was assessed with the use of microscopy in Kenya and Côte d'Ivoire ([@b22]), the Paracheck Pf rapid diagnostic test (Orchid Biomedical System) in Liberia, and plasma histidine-rich protein 2 (Cellabs Pty Ltd.) in Cameroon. The methods for identifying data sets, inclusion and exclusion criteria, and data management for the BRINDA project have been described in the methodologic overview in this supplement, which is an open access publication ([@b23]).

Statistical analyses
--------------------

Individuals were classified as having inflammation if CRP or AGP concentrations were \>5 mg/L or \>1 g/L, respectively, which generally reflect acute and longer-term inflammation, respectively ([@b9], [@b21]). Malaria status was dichotomized (positive or negative). Rural or urban residence was defined by the investigators who conducted the survey.

Household SES was defined within each survey on the basis of household income in PNG, the poverty-index ratio in the United States, and an asset score that was based on household ownership of individual items in all other surveys (except in Georgia, where income or assets were not measured). For bivariate analyses, the lowest 2 quintiles were compared with a referent group of all higher quintiles. For PNG, an ordinal income variable with 6 levels was used to create a binary SES variable to compare the lowest 2 levels with the higher 4 levels. For Georgia, only a binary variable was available that represented the number of household members who were employed or earning income. For the United States, a poverty-index ratio of family income to family size was used to create a 5-level variable that was categorized to create a binary variable to compare the 2 lowest levels with the highest 3 levels. SES data were not available from Nicaragua or Bangladesh.

Age was categorized as 6--11, 12--23, 24--35, and 36--59 mo and 15--19, 20--29, 30--39 and 40--49 y. Recent illness (e.g., fever, diarrhea, and cough) was based on a 2-wk recall from similarly worded questionnaires with data availability varying by survey. Caregivers reported recall data for children. Weight and height were measured and used to calculate, for PSC, stunting (height-for-age *z* score \<−2 on the basis of WHO 2006 growth standards), wasting (weight-for-height *z* score \<−2), and overweight and obesity \[children aged \<24 mo: weight-for-length *z* score \>1 (overweight) or 2 (obese); children aged ≥24 mo: BMI-for-age *z* score \>1 (overweight) or \>2 (obese)\]. For WRA, BMI (in kg/m^2^) was applied to define underweight (\<18.5), overweight (25 to \<30), and obese (≥30). The breastfeeding status of PSC reflected the caregiver having reported that the child breastfed ≥1 time in the past 24 h. Lactating status for WRA reflected having reported current breastfeeding of any amount.

The majority of analyses were conducted at the survey level. Statistical approaches adjusted for the sampling weight, strata, and cluster (as applicable) to account for the complex survey design as appropriate for each survey analysis. Results from exploratory data analyses described the distribution of data as well as the prevalence of dichotomous variables. A bivariable logistic regression with inflammation assigned as the outcome, with separate models for CRP- and AGP-defined inflammation, was used to determine the unadjusted association between inflammation and demographic, anthropometric, and morbidity variables for covariates that were available in ≥4 surveys. With an objective to achieve consistent models across all surveys, multivariable models were developed to include only those covariates that are commonly measured in surveys: sex (PSC only), age, SES, rural or urban residence, and anthropometric measures \[stunting, wasting, high BMI (PSC only), and overweight or obese (WRA only)\]. Morbidity information was less consistently collected; the inclusion of morbidity variables (fever, diarrhea, cough, and malaria) in multivariable models did not significantly change the coefficients for any of the adjusted covariates (*P* \> 0.05). Consequently, morbidities were not included in the final multivariable models. Another multivariable model was created to include breastfeeding status in addition to the base multivariable model. All multivariable models were assessed for collinearity with the use of condition indexes and variance decomposition proportions; no collinearity was identified. To leverage the availability of multiple data sets, we attempted a pooled analysis; however, heterogeneity was considered too great, and there were inconsistencies in the availability of covariate variables across surveys. Instead, we conducted pooled analyses that were restricted to countries with malaria data to further investigate the role of malaria in inflammation when controlling for sociodemographic and anthropometric measures. All analyses were conducted with the use of SAS 9.4 software (SAS Institute) and accounted for a complex survey design.

RESULTS
=======

PSC
---

Across the 16 surveys, there was a wide distribution of per capita GNI ([**Table 1**](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Although children of all eligible ages (i.e., 6--59 mo) were enrolled, there was variability in age ranges across the surveys. Bangladesh was unique in enrolling only 6--11-mo-olds. Five countries enrolled children 6--59 mo of age, and 5 countries enrolled only children 12--59 mo of age. Four other countries enrolled children aged 6--24 or --36 mo ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Age and prevalence of inflammation in preschool children and nonpregnant women of reproductive age by survey, including gross national incomes: the BRINDA project[^1^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                                                              CRP               AGP                 CRP or AGP                           
  --------------------------- -------- ------ --------------- ----------------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------------- -------------------
  Preschool children                                                                                                                     
   Bangladesh                 780      1493   7.7 (6, 11)     0.9 (0.0, 18.5)   14.3 (12.5, 16.0)   0.9 (0.6, 1.4)   33.4 (31.0, 35.8)   35.8 (33.4, 38.3)
   Cameroon                   1160     792    29.6 (12, 59)   2.3 (0.1, 17.7)   37.8 (34.3, 41.3)   0.9 (0.6, 1.4)   39.3 (35.8, 42.9)   48.5 (44.9, 52.1)
   Colombia                   7140     3866   38.0 (12, 59)   0.2 (0.1, 20.0)   18.8 (17.2, 20.5)   ---              ---                 ---
   Cote d\'Ivoire             980      746    29.8 (6, 59)    2.9 (0.2, 38.1)   40.2 (36.6, 43.9)   1.2 (0.6, 2.1)   64.3 (60.7, 67.9)   67.3 (63.8, 70.9)
   Georgia                    2820     2142   36.2 (12, 59)   1.0 (0.5, 23.6)   24.7 (22.5, 26.9)   ---              ---                 ---
   Kenya 2007                 730      896    19.3 (6, 36)    1.5 (0.0, 25.8)   27.8 (24.9, 30.7)   1.2 (0.6, 2.2)   64.2 (61.0, 67.3)   66.0 (62.9, 69.1)
   Kenya 2010                 1000     849    22.2 (6, 35)    2.0 (0.1, 39.7)   34.2 (31.0, 37.3)   1.1 (0.6, 1.8)   60.8 (57.5, 64.1)   62.0 (58.7, 65.2)
   Laos                       510      481    33.2 (6, 59)    0.6 (0.0, 14.0)   16.6 (12.8, 20.4)   0.9 (0.5, 1.7)   41.7 (36.8, 46.6)   44.0 (39.2, 48.9)
   Liberia                    320      1434   19.2 (6, 36)    2.0 (0.1, 26.3)   29.5 (26.8, 32.3)   1.0 (0.6, 1.6)   56.2 (53.4, 59.1)   59.1 (56.3, 62.0)
   Mexico 2006                8280     1592   43.2 (13, 59)   0.5 (0.1, 9.5)    11.2 (8.9, 13.5)    ---              ---                 ---
   Mexico 2012                9560     2539   37.0 (12, 59)   0.4 (0.0, 11.0)   11.7 (9.2, 14.1)    ---              ---                 ---
   Nicaragua                  1180     1424   34.2 (6, 59)    ---               ---                 0.8 (0.5, 1.4)   24.0 (20.6, 27.3)   ---
   Philippines                2640     1767   15.4 (6, 24)    0.7 (0.0, 21.4)   13.9 (11.6, 16.2)   0.8 (0.5, 1.3)   21.2 (18.4, 23.9)   26.0 (23.0, 28.9)
   Pakistan                   1150     7557   24.4 (6, 59)    ---               ---                 0.9 (0.5, 1.7)   35.5 (34.3, 36.7)   ---
   Papua New Guinea           700      872    30.6 (6, 59)    2.0 (0.0, 18.3)   31.6 (28.4, 34.8)   1.0 (0.6, 1.6)   54.2 (50.7, 57.6)   57.0 (53.6, 60.5)
   United States              46,340   1315   36.3 (12, 59)   0.2 (0.1, 6.8)    6.0 (4.4, 7.7)      ---              ---                 ---
  Women of reproductive age                                                                                                              
   Cameroon                   1160     760    26.0 (15, 48)   1.2 (0.1, 12.2)   18.1 (15.3, 20.9)   0.8 (0.5, 1.0)   7.1 (5.2, 9.0)      20.0 (17.1, 23.0)
   Cote d\'Ivoire             980      834    26.1 (15, 48)   1.6 (0.2, 15.7)   19.6 (16.8, 22.5)   0.8 (0.5, 1.4)   26.7 (23.5, 29.9)   33.6 (30.2, 37.0)
   Colombia                   7140     9083   27.4 (15, 49)   0.2 (0.1, 17.7)   21.7 (20.6, 22.8)   ---              ---                 ---
   Georgia                    2820     1688   31.7 (15, 49)   1.8 (0.5, 24.1)   29.5 (26.9, 32.0)   ---              ---                 ---
   Laos                       510      816    28.3 (15, 49)   0.4 (0.0, 7.9)    7.9 (5.8, 10.0)     0.7 (0.4, 1.2)   9.3 (7.2, 11.5)     13.9 (11.3, 16.5)
   Liberia                    320      1942   27.1 (15, 49)   1.0 (0.2, 18.6)   14.2 (12.4, 15.9)   0.7 (0.5, 1.1)   10.2 (8.7, 11.7)    18.4 (16.4, 20.3)
   Mexico 2006                8280     3032   31.1 (15, 49)   1.8 (0.2, 11.2)   24.2 (21.6, 26.9)   ---              ---                 ---
   Mexico 2012                9560     3631   33.5 (15, 49)   1.9 (0.2, 12.8)   20.7 (18.2, 23.2)   ---              ---                 ---
   Papua New Guinea           700      749    27.7 (15, 49)   0.6 (0.0, 9.0)    10.0 (7.6, 12.3)    0.8 (0.6, 1.3)   21.8 (18.5, 25.1)   24.8 (21.4, 28.3)
   United States              46,340   3196   34.5 (15, 49)   1.9 (0.1, 17.1)   25.6 (23.7, 27.6)   ---              ---                 ---

Elevated CRP was defined as a CRP concentration \>5 mg/L. Elevated AGP was defined as an AGP concentration \>1 g/L. AGP, α-1-acid glycoprotein; BRINDA, Biomarkers Reflecting Inflammation and Nutritional Determinants of Anemia; CRP, C-reactive protein; GNI, gross national income per capita.

Age is given in months for preschool children and in years for women of reproductive age.

The prevalence of elevated CRP concentrations, which was available in 14 surveys, ranged from 6.0% (United States) to 40.2% (Cote d'Ivoire). The prevalence of elevated AGP concentrations, which was available in 11 surveys, was generally higher than that of CRP and varied from 21.2% (Philippines) to 64.2% and 64.3% (Kenya 2007 and Cote d'Ivoire, respectively). When considering elevated CRP or AGP for the 9 surveys that reported both indicators, Cote d'Ivoire had the highest prevalence of any inflammation (67.3%), which was followed closely by Kenya 2007 and 2010; the Philippines had the lowest prevalence of any inflammation (26.0%). Elevated CRP was generally more prevalent in the surveys from low-income and lower-middle--income countries than from upper-middle-- and high-income countries \[range of elevated CRP: 13.9--37.8% (10 surveys) compared with 6.0--18.8% (4 surveys), respectively\]. AGP was not available for upper-middle--income and high-income countries.

Across the 14 surveys in which data regarding rural residences compared with urban residences was available, from 28.1% (Mexico 2012) to 100% (Kenya 2007 and 2010) of participants resided in rural areas ([**Table 2**](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Mexico 2006 had the lowest prevalence of a 2-wk recall for cough (8.7%), whereas Mexico 2012 had the lowest report of diarrhea (0.9%) with no available data for fever or malaria. In contrast, Liberia had the highest reports of cough and diarrhea at 63.8% and 46.6%, respectively. Liberia also had the highest prevalence of reported 2-wk fever (71.8%). The prevalence of malaria, which was measured in 5 surveys, ranged from 19.7% (Kenya 2007) to 32.5% (Kenya 2010).

###### 

Sociodemographic characteristics, reported recent illness, malaria prevalence, anthropometric data, and breastfeeding status in preschool children by survey: the BRINDA project[^1^](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Survey           Low SES, %          Rural, %            Fever, %            Cough, %            Diarrhea, %         Malaria, %          Overweight or obese, %   Stunted, %          Wasted, %           Breastfeeding, %
  ---------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------------ ------------------- ------------------- -------------------
  Bangladesh       ---                 ---                 ---                 ---                 ---                 ---                 6.0 (4.8, 7.5)           19.5 (16.0, 23.6)   17.8 (15.1, 20.8)   ---
  Cameroon         43.5 (36.5, 50.8)   41.0 (31.7, 50.9)   ---                 ---                 ---                 25.9 (20.7, 31.9)   22.0 (18.5, 26.0)        31.8 (27.5, 36.3)   3.7 (2.6, 5.3)      16.6 (13.7, 20.0)
  Cote d\'Ivoire   40.7 (34.3, 47.4)   49.0 (44.4, 53.7)   45.3 (40.1, 50.6)   24.2 (20.0, 29.0)   18.3 (14.8, 22.3)   27.2 (22.6, 32.3)   16.5 (14.0, 19.3)        39.2 (34.6, 44.1)   14.0 (10.0, 19.4)   ---
  Colombia         51.3 (49.1, 53.4)   29.0 (27.6, 30.4)   ---                 ---                 ---                 ---                 22.3 (20.6, 24.2)        14.1 (12.6, 15.7)   0.7 (0.4, 1.1)      ---
  Georgia          18.3 (14.9, 22.2)   52.9 (46.1, 59.5)   13.8 (12.0, 15.9)   22.5 (19.9, 25.4)   6.9 (5.6, 8.6)      ---                 47.6 (44.3, 50.9)        11.9 (9.3, 15.2)    0.6 (0.3, 1.1)      10.4 (8.7, 12.3)
  Kenya 2007       42.4 (37.2, 47.7)   100.0               ---                 ---                 ---                 19.7 (16.1, 23.8)   19.4 (16.7, 22.3)        25.4 (22.7, 28.4)   4.5 (3.0, 6.6)      56.8 (52.4, 61.1)
  Kenya 2010       39.9 (34.7, 45.4)   100.0               ---                 ---                 ---                 32.5 (28.5, 36.7)   18.7 (16.2, 21.4)        26.1 (23.1, 29.3)   3.3 (2.1, 5.2)      54.0 (50.0, 57.9)
  Laos             61.3 (50.7, 70.9)   86.1 (75.5, 92.6)   18.4 (14.5, 23.0)   26.8 (22.1, 32.0)   17.9 (14.6, 21.7)   ---                 5.5 (3.4, 8.8)           50.7 (45.2, 56.2)   8.0 (5.3, 12.0)     31.6 (26.4, 37.2)
  Liberia          35.9 (29.9, 42.4)   62.5 (59.0, 65.9)   71.8 (68.6, 74.8)   63.8 (60.5, 66.9)   46.6 (43.3, 50.0)   29.4 (26.3, 32.7)   12.7 (10.6, 15.2)        35.1 (32.0, 38.3)   9.2 (7.6, 11.1)     49.5 (46.3, 52.7)
  Mexico 2006      65.3 (61.1, 69.3)   47.9 (43.6, 52.2)   ---                 8.7 (6.9, 10.8)     1.7 (0.9, 3.4)      ---                 30.0 (26.8, 33.3)        21.7 (18.1, 25.8)   1.3 (0.6, 3.0)      ---
  Mexico 2012      46.1 (42.4, 49.8)   28.1 (25.4, 31.1)   ---                 11.0 (9.3, 13.0)    0.9 (0.3, 2.6)      ---                 28.8 (26.1, 31.7)        15.9 (13.3, 18.9)   0.8 (0.5, 1.5)      14.1 (11.0, 18.1)
  Nicaragua        ---                 43.7 (32.2, 55.9)   ---                 ---                 ---                 ---                 28.8 (23.0, 35.5)        19.0 (15.2, 23.4)   0.3 (0.1, 0.8)      60.8 (53.0, 68.1)
  Philippines      84.4 (81.0, 87.3)   90.9 (89.5, 92.2)   33.4 (30.3, 36.8)   12.3 (10.2, 14.9)   16.8 (14.2, 19.6)   ---                 10.0 (8.0, 12.6)         26.4 (23.0, 30.2)   5.2 (3.9, 6.9)      44.8 (41.1, 48.5)
  Pakistan         43.3 (40.8, 45.8)   70.3 (67.3, 73.1)   ---                 43.8 (42.1, 45.4)   26.6 (25.1, 28.0)   ---                 12.5 (11.6, 13.5)        44.3 (42.9, 45.8)   15.4 (14.4, 16.4)   76.1 (74.1, 78.1)
  PNG              40.7 (30.1, 52.1)   80.6 (69.8, 88.2)   ---                 ---                 ---                 ---                 20.7 (17.3, 24.5)        44.2 (39.0, 49.5)   4.3 (2.8, 6.4)      42.6 (38.9, 46.3)
  United States    41.0 (35.9, 46.3)   ---                 ---                 ---                 ---                 ---                 31.8 (27.5, 36.3)        3.6 (2.2, 5.7)      0.5 (0.2, 1.4)      ---

All values are means (95% CIs). Fever, cough, and diarrhea represent number of episodes within a 2-wk recall and malaria was determined by parasitemia. Malaria was classified with the use of microscopy in Kenya and Côte d'Ivoire, plasma histidine-rich protein 2 in Cameroon, and a rapid diagnostic test in Liberia. For children ≥24 mo of age, overweight and obese indicated BMI-for-age *z* scores \>1 and \>2, respectively. For children \<24 mo of age, overweight and obese indicated weight-for-length *z* scores \>1 and \>2, respectively. Breastfeeding was based on a caregiver report that the child breastfed ≥1 time in the past 24 h. BRINDA, Biomarkers Reflecting Inflammation and Nutritional Determinants of Anemia; PNG, Papua New Guinea; SES, socioeconomic status.

The prevalence of abnormal growth varied across surveys. Stunting ranged from 3.6% (United States) to 50.7% (Laos), and wasting ranged from \<1% (United States) to 17.8% (Bangladesh) ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The prevalence of overweight and obesity ranged from 5.5% (Laos) to 47.6% (Georgia). Current breastfeeding ranged from 10.4% (Georgia) to 76.1% (Pakistan).

Unadjusted bivariable analyses for recent illness and malaria are shown in [**Table 3**](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}. There was a consistent and significant association between elevated CRP and recent fever and malaria in all 5 surveys with relevant data. In contrast, recent cough and diarrhea were positively associated with elevated AGP in most surveys along with fever and malaria in all surveys. Adjustment for demographics and anthropometric measures did not substantially change these associations (data not shown).

###### 

Unadjusted ORs of elevated acute-phase protein concentrations given recent illness or malaria in preschool children and nonpregnant women of reproductive age by survey: the BRINDA project[^1^](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Survey                       Fever                   Cough                   Diarrhea                Malaria
  ---------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------
  CRP concentration \>5 mg/L                                                                           
   Preschool children                                                                                  
    Cameroon                   ---                     ---                     ---                     7.43 (5.2, 10.57)\*\*
    Cote d\'Ivoire             1.67 (1.25, 2.22)\*\*   1.48 (1.05, 2.10)\*     1.06 (0.73, 1.53)       4.96 (3.20, 7.68)\*\*
    Colombia                   ---                     ---                     ---                     ---
    Georgia                    2.43 (1.83, 3.24)\*\*   1.72 (1.31, 2.27)\*\*   1.34 (0.85, 2.12)       ---
    Kenya 2007                 ---                     ---                     ---                     3.99 (2.86, 5.57)\*\*
    Kenya 2010                 ---                     ---                     ---                     7.53 (5.09, 11.13)\*\*
    Laos                       2.43 (1.50, 3.94)\*\*   1.46 (0.82, 2.61)       1.55 (0.92, 2.62)       ---
    Liberia                    2.15 (1.58, 2.92)\*\*   1.16 (0.89, 1.51)       1.04 (0.79, 1.36)       3.43 (2.65, 4.43)\*\*
    Mexico 2006                ---                     1.33 (0.67, 2.64)       0.39 (0.05, 3.23)       ---
    Mexico 2012                ---                     1.30 (0.75, 2.25)       11.52 (1.68, 79.15)\*   ---
    Nicaragua                  ---                     ---                     ---                     ---
    Philippines                2.21 (1.57, 3.13)\*\*   1.11 (0.70, 1.77)       1.02 (0.58, 1.82)       ---
   Women of reproductive age                                                                           
    Cameroon                   ---                     ---                     ---                     2.88 (1.94, 4.28)\*\*
    Cote d\'Ivoire             1.36 (0.84, 2.20)       1.48 (0.89, 2.45)       2.11 (1.26, 3.55)\*\*   3.88 (2.04, 7.41)\*\*
    Liberia                    ---                     ---                     ---                     3.42 (2.52, 4.64)\*\*
    Mexico 2006                ---                     ---                     2.14 (0.21, 21.52)      ---
    Mexico 2012                ---                     1.04 (0.56, 1.94)       2.00 (0.34, 11.63)      ---
  AGP concentration \>1 g/L                                                                            
   Preschool children                                                                                  
    Cameroon                   ---                     ---                     ---                     7.33 (4.93, 10.88)\*\*
    Cote d\'Ivoire             2.07 (1.56, 2.75)\*\*   1.38 (1.06, 1.80)\*     1.72 (1.22, 2.44)\*\*   3.72 (2.44, 5.69)\*\*
    Kenya 2007                 ---                     ---                     ---                     4.41 (2.63, 7.40)\*\*
    Kenya 2010                 ---                     ---                     ---                     7.40 (4.94, 11.09)\*\*
    Laos                       3.87 (2.23, 6.73)\*\*   1.72 (1.15, 2.58)\*     2.18 (1.38, 3.44)\*\*   ---
    Liberia                    1.34 (1.04, 1.73)\*     1.15 (0.89, 1.48)       1.46 (1.17, 1.80)\*\*   3.12 (2.34, 4.17)\*\*
    Philippines                3.01 (2.07, 4.39)\*\*   1.15 (0.74, 1.77)       1.36 (0.93, 2.00)       ---
    Pakistan                   ---                     1.28 (1.13, 1.44)\*\*   1.27 (1.13, 1.43)\*\*   ---
   Women of reproductive age                                                                           
    Cameroon                   ---                     ---                     ---                     3.25 (1.85, 5.70)\*\*
    Cote d\'Ivoire             1.91 (1.32, 2.77)\*\*   1.86 (1.14, 3.01)\*     1.91 (1.09, 3.35)\*     2.98 (1.52, 5.84)\*\*
    Liberia                    ---                     ---                     ---                     2.19 (1.49, 3.22)\*\*

All values are ORs (Wald's 95% CIs). Values were computed within each survey separately while accounting for a complex survey design (clustering, weighting, and stratification). Fever, cough, and diarrhea represent number of episodes within a 2-wk recall, and malaria was determined by parasitemia. Malaria was classified with the use of microscopy in Kenya and Côte d'Ivoire, plasma histidine-rich protein 2 in Cameroon, and a rapid diagnostic test in Liberia. Surveys that are not listed did not have data available. \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01. AGP, α-1-acid glycoprotein, BRINDA, Biomarkers Reflecting Inflammation and Nutritional Determinants of Anemia; CRP, C-reactive protein.

Results from multivariable analyses are presented in [**Table 4**](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. Sex was not associated with inflammation except in Laos, where males had a significantly lower prevalence of elevated AGP (*P* \< 0.05). With few exceptions, age in months, as a continuous variable, was not linearly associated with inflammation. However, when categorically defined, older age (36--59 mo) compared with 12--23 mo of age was consistently negatively associated with elevated AGP in all 6 surveys with available data reflecting an overall 30--57% decrease in odds of elevated AGP (data not shown). Colombia and Laos showed decreased odds of elevated CRP for the 36--59-mo age group than for 12--23-mo-olds \[ORs (95% CIs): 0.57 (0.43, 0.75) and 0.48 (0.24, 0.94), respectively\], whereas Georgia and Mexico 2012 showed increased odds of elevated CRP \[ORs (95% CIs): 1.33 (1.01, 1.74) and 1.68 (1.00, 2.82), respectively\].

###### 

Adjusted ORs of elevated acute-phase protein concentrations given demographic characteristics and anthropometric measures in preschool children by survey: the BRINDA project[^1^](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Survey                       Sex                   Age, mo                 Rural                   SES                     Stunting                Wasting                  Overweight
  ---------------------------- --------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------ -----------------------
  CRP concentration \>5 mg/L                                                                                                                                                  
   Bangladesh                  0.86 (0.57, 1.28)     0.95 (0.84, 1.08)       ---                     ---                     1.00 (0.69, 1.44)       1.24 (0.88, 1.74)        0.86 (0.44, 1.68)
   Cameroon                    1.22 (0.89, 1.68)     0.99 (0.97, 1.00)       0.77 (0.46, 1.31)       2.05 (1.27, 3.31)\*\*   1.16 (0.75, 1.79)       0.43\* (0.19, 0.99)\*    0.98 (0.67, 1.43)
   Cote d\'Ivoire              0.77 (0.55, 1.06)     1.00 (0.99, 1.01)       1.76 (1.21, 2.57)\*\*   1.49 (1.07, 2.08)\*     1.13 (0.79, 1.63)       1.21 (0.81, 1.82)        0.95 (0.55, 1.63)
   Colombia                    0.87 (0.70, 1.08)     0.99 (0.98, 0.99)       0.77 (0.58, 1.03)       1.14 (0.87, 1.5)        1.23 (0.91, 1.67)       0.81 (0.28, 2.32)        1.06 (0.82, 1.38)
   Georgia                     0.86 (0.68, 1.09)     1.01 (1.00, 1.02)       0.90 (0.67, 1.21)       1.03 (0.78, 1.38)       1.37 (0.88, 2.11)       1.93 (0.54, 6.83)        0.94 (0.74, 1.21)
   Kenya 2007                  0.90 (0.71, 1.15)     1.01 (0.99, 1.03)       ---                     1.02 (0.73, 1.43)       0.86 (0.56, 1.30)       2.06 (0.94, 4.51)        0.93 (0.6, 1.47)
   Kenya 2010                  0.78 (0.57, 1.05)     1.00 (0.98, 1.02)       ---                     1.07 (0.79, 1.45)       1.10 (0.79, 1.53)       3.04 (1.06, 8.69)        1.24 (0.87, 1.77)
   Laos                        0.90 (0.49, 1.67)     0.97 (0.95, 0.99)       0.48 (0.19, 1.18)       1.26 (0.69, 2.27)       1.50 (0.64, 3.54)       2.01 (0.87, 4.62)        0.48 (0.09, 2.55)
   Liberia                     1.10 (0.83, 1.47)     1.02 (1.00, 1.03)       2.04 (1.44, 2.90)\*\*   1.12 (0.79, 1.57)       1.21 (0.93, 1.57)       1.42 (0.89, 2.28)        1.13 (0.73, 1.75)
   Mexico 2006                 1.05 (0.67, 1.64)     0.99 (0.97, 1.00)       1.01 (0.64, 1.59)       1.22 (0.72, 2.07)       1.45 (0.82, 2.57)       1.42 (0.30, 6.73)        1.21 (0.72, 2.05)
   Mexico 2012                 1.37 (0.86, 2.20)     1.01 (0.99, 1.03)       0.70 (0.47, 1.05)       0.57 (0.35, 0.93)\*     2.34 (1.23, 4.46)\*\*   0.70 (0.09, 5.58)        0.65 (0.39, 1.09)
   Philippines                 1.05 (0.84, 1.48)     0.97 (0.94, 1.01)       0.65 (0.46, 0.94)\*     1.68 (1.00, 2.82)       0.74 (0.45, 1.21)       1.29 (0.56, 2.97)        0.71 (0.37, 1.38)
   Papua New Guinea            1.13 (0.83, 1.53)     0.99 (0.98, 1.00)\*\*   1.05 (0.52, 2.09)       1.00 (0.63, 1.61)       2.26 (1.62, 3.16)\*\*   1.35 (0.71, 2.56)        0.53 (0.32, 0.86)\*\*
   United States               0.66 (0.36, 1.20)     0.99 (0.96, 1.01)       ---                     1.16 (0.69, 1.98)       0.20 (0.03, 1.46)       ---                      1.01 (0.54, 1.88)
  AGP concentration \>1 g/L                                                                                                                                                   
   Bangladesh                  0.96 (0.72, 1.28)     1.01 (0.93, 1.10)       ---                     ---                     1.39 (1.13, 1.71)\*\*   1.39 (1.06, 1.82)\*      1.16 (0.7, 1.92)
   Cameroon                    1.02 (0.74, 1.40)     0.99 (0.97, 1.00)       0.60 (0.33, 1.09)       2.15 (1.25, 3.71)\*\*   2.05 (1.41, 2.99)\*\*   0.52 (0.21, 1.28)        0.84 (0.56, 1.25)
   Cote d\'Ivoire              0.85 (0.61, 1.17)     0.99 (0.98, 1.00)       2.09 (1.38, 3.17)\*\*   1.28 (0.81, 2.02)       1.46 (1.05, 2.02)\*     1.58 (1.00, 2.50)        1.03 (0.58, 1.81)
   Kenya 2007                  1.01 (0.75, 1.37)     1.00 (0.98, 1.02)       ---                     1.12 (0.85, 1.49)       1.71 (1.21, 2.41)\*\*   1.81 (0.77, 4.25)        1.25 (0.85, 1.83)
   Kenya 2010                  0.83 (0.63, 1.09)     1.00 (0.99, 1.02)       ---                     1.37 (1.02, 1.85)\*     1.45 (1.05, 2.00)\*     5.60 (1.69, 18.57)\*\*   1.25 (0.91, 1.71)
   Laos                        1.56 (1.07, 2.26)\*   0.98 (0.97, 0.99)       1.04 (0.51, 2.12)       1.06 (0.62, 1.79)       1.02 (0.65, 1.59)       1.51 (0.65, 3.49)        0.53 (0.18, 1.53)
   Liberia                     0.87 (0.68, 1.11)     1.02 (1.00, 1.03)\*     1.55 (1.14, 2.11)\*\*   1.3 (0.94, 1.79)        1.62 (1.23, 2.13)\*\*   1.81 (1.23, 2.66)\*\*    0.95 (0.64, 1.42)
   Philippines                 1.04 (0.75, 1.44)     1.01 (0.98, 1.04)       0.69 (0.50, 0.97)\*\*   1.43 (0.91, 2.23)       1.28 (0.80, 2.06)       1.14 (0.55, 2.37)        0.69 (0.40, 1.19)
   Pakistan                    0.89 (0.80, 1.00)     0.99 (0.99, 0.99)       1.25 (1.09, 1.44)\*\*   1.24 (1.09, 1.42)\*\*   1.12 (1.00, 1.26)       0.98 (0.84, 1.13)        1.07 (0.90, 1.29)
   Papua New Guinea            0.96 (0.72, 1.29)     0.98 (0.98, 0.99)\*\*   0.90 (0.52, 1.56)       0.86 (0.56, 1.32)       1.65 (1.20, 2.27)\*\*   2.09 (0.87, 5.05)        0.85 (0.56, 1.28)

All values are ORs (95% CIs). Values were adjusted for all variables in the row. Data of rural residence compared with urban residence were based on a report by survey implementers. Household SES was classified as low, medium, or high on the basis of household member employment in Georgia, household income in Papua New Guinea, the poverty-index ratio in the United States, and an asset score in all other surveys; for bivariate analyses, the low-SES group was compared with a reference group of medium-SES and high-SES combined. For children ≥24 mo of age, overweight indicated a BMI-for-age *z* score \>1 compared with normal BMI for age as determined with the use of a WHO macro. For children \<24 mo of age, overweight indicated a weight-for-length *z* score \>1 compared with normal weight for length (WHO 2006). Breastfeeding was based on a caregiver report that the child breastfed ≥1 time in the past 24 h. \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01. AGP, α-1-acid glycoprotein; BRINDA, Biomarkers Reflecting Inflammation and Nutritional Determinants of Anemia; CRP, C-reactive protein; SES, socioeconomic status.

Of the significant results, rural residence was most commonly associated with increased odds of elevated APPs ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). Specifically, rural residence was positively associated with elevated APPs in Pakistan (only AGP available) and Cote d'Ivoire and Liberia (both elevated CRP and AGP were available). In contrast, urban residence was associated with both elevated APPs in the Philippines. Low SES was positively associated with increased odds of elevated CRP in 2 of 13 surveys and with elevated AGP in 3 of 9 surveys.

Although stunting was significantly associated with elevated CRP in only 2 (Mexico 2012 and PNG) of 14 surveys, stunting was significantly, positively associated with elevated AGP in 7 of 10 surveys ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). Both surveys with a significant association between stunting and elevated CRP also showed a significant association with elevated AGP. Wasting was less commonly associated with elevated APPs such that none of the surveys showed an association with elevated CRP, and 3 of 10 surveys showed a significant, positive association with elevated AGP.

Current breastfeeding status was not associated with elevated CRP in any survey (**Supplemental Table 1**). However, current breastfeeding was associated with a decreased prevalence of elevated AGP in 2 (Kenya 2007 and Liberia) of 9 surveys and with an increased prevalence of elevated AGP in 1 survey (Philippines). Associations between other covariates and inflammation did not change substantially after adjusting for breastfeeding.

Pooled analyses of countries that measured malaria infection (Cameroon, Cote d'Ivoire, Kenya 2007, Kenya 2010, and Liberia) showed similar results as those of survey-stratified analyses. Malaria and wasting were strongly associated with both elevated CRP and elevated AGP (**Supplemental Table 2**). Stunting was positively associated with AGP but not with CRP. Older age and breastfeeding were protective for elevated AGP but not for elevated CRP.

WRA
---

The mean age of participating women ranged from ∼26 to 35 y ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The prevalence of elevated CRP was lowest in Laos (7.9%) and highest in Georgia (29.5%). Cameroon reported the lowest prevalence of elevated AGP (7.1%), whereas Cote d'Ivoire had the highest prevalence of elevated AGP (26.7%). For the 4 surveys that reported both CRP and AGP, Laos reported the lowest prevalence of any inflammation (13.9%), and Cote d'Ivoire had the highest prevalence of any inflammation (33.6%). Elevated CRP was generally more prevalent in the surveys from middle-, high-middle--, and high-income countries than from low-income countries \[range of elevated CRP: 18.1--29.5% (6 surveys) compared with 7.9--19.6% (4 surveys), respectively\]. AGP was not available for upper-middle-- and high-income countries.

Most women in Liberia (70.2%) and Laos (67.9%) resided in rural households, whereas only ∼20% of women in Colombia and Mexico lived in rural areas ([**Table 5**](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}). Malaria was less frequent in women than in children and ranged from 5% of women in Cote d'Ivoire to nearly 30% of women in PNG. Surveys that reported the highest prevalence of obesity included Mexico 2012 (36.3%), the United States (30.8%), and Mexico 2006 (28.7%), whereas surveys that reported the lowest prevalence of obesity included Laos, PNG, and Cote d'Ivoire (3.1%, 5.4%, and 7.2%, respectively).

###### 

Sociodemographic characteristics, malaria prevalence, anthropometric data, and lactation status in women of reproductive age by survey: the BRINDA project[^1^](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Survey              Low SES             Rural               Malaria             Underweight         Overweight          Obese               Lactating
  ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- -------------------
   Cameroon           43.0 (39.2, 46.7)   41.3 (37.6, 44.9)   15.0 (12.3, 17.7)   8.4 (6.4, 10.4)     22.1 (19.0, 25.2)   10.7 (8.5, 13.0)    18.0 (14.8, 21.2)
   Cote d\'Ivoire     38.6 (35.2, 42.1)   46.6 (43.0, 50.1)   5.0 (3.3, 6.6)      9.0 (7.0, 11.0)     16.3 (13.6, 18.9)   7.2 (5.4, 9.1)      ---
   Colombia           37.1 (35.9, 38.4)   21.5 (20.4, 22.6)   ---                 6.3 (5.6, 6.9)      28.1 (26.8, 29.3)   13.3 (12.4, 14.2)   8.9 (8.1, 9.7)
   Georgia            19.1 (15.8, 22.9)   50.2 (47.5, 53.0)   ---                 5.0 (3.8, 6.3)      24.9 (22.6, 27.2)   19.1 (16.9, 21.3)   8.4 (6.7, 10.1)
   Laos               38.6 (34.9, 42.2)   67.9 (64.1, 71.7)   ---                 14.5 (11.8, 17.2)   11.5 (9.0, 14.1)    3.1 (1.6, 4.6)      ---
   Liberia            33.9 (31.5, 36.4)   70.2 (68.3, 72.1)   17.9 (15.8, 19.9)   ---                 ---                 ---                 ---
   Mexico 2006        46.6 (43.5, 49.6)   28.7 (26.0, 31.4)   ---                 2.9 (1.8, 4.0)      34.7 (31.6, 37.8)   28.7 (25.9, 31.4)   ---
   Mexico 2012        30.4 (27.6, 33.1)   21.8 (19.6, 24.1)   ---                 1.4 (0.8, 2.1)      34.7 (31.5, 37.9)   36.3 (33.1, 39.4)   ---
   Papua New Guinea   39.2 (28,3, 51.2)   78.5 (75.4, 81.6)   29.9 (22.6, 37.1)   5.2 (3.6, 6.7)      17.8 (14.6, 20.9)   5.4 (3.7, 7.1)      ---
   United States      26.2 (24.4, 28.0)   ---                 ---                 3.4 (2.6, 4.2)      23.6 (21.7, 25.6)   30.8 (28.7, 32.9)   29.9 (22.6, 37.1)

All values are means (95% CIs). Malaria was determined by parasitemia. Malaria was classified with the use of microscopy in Côte d'Ivoire, plasma histidine-rich protein 2 in Cameroon, and a rapid diagnostic test in Liberia. Underweight, overweight, and obese were defined as BMI (in kg/m^2^) \<18.5, 25 to \<30, and ≥30, respectively. Lactating was based on a respondent report of breastfeeding currently or within the past 24 h. BRINDA, Biomarkers Reflecting Inflammation and Nutritional Determinants of Anemia; SES, socioeconomic status.

Unadjusted bivariable analyses between inflammation and recent illness and malaria are presented in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}. There was a consistent and significant association between elevated CRP and malaria with all 3 surveys reporting data that revealed significant results (with ORs ranging from 2.9 to 3.9, *P* \< 0.05). Of recent illnesses, only diarrhea was significantly associated with elevated CRP (in Cote d'Ivoire). Only Cote d'Ivoire had both AGP and recent-illness data available, but all observed associations were significant. Malaria was also significantly associated with elevated AGP in all 3 countries with available data.

Results from multivariable analyses are presented in [**Table 6**](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}. Age was significantly positively associated with elevated CRP in 4 countries with available data and significantly inversely associated with elevated CRP in 1 survey. In contrast, age was not significantly associated with elevated AGP with the exception of PNG where there was a small inverse association. Rural location was significantly inversely associated with elevated CRP in only one survey with available data (Colombia) but was not associated with elevated AGP. SES was not significantly associated with elevated CRP or AGP.

###### 

Adjusted ORs of elevated acute-phase protein concentrations given demographic characteristics and anthropometry in nonpregnant women of reproductive age by survey: the BRINDA project[^1^](#tblfn7){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Survey                       Age                     Rural                 SES                 Underweight             Overweight              Obese
  ---------------------------- ----------------------- --------------------- ------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------
  CRP concentration \>5 mg/L                                                                                                                     
   Cameroon                    0.99 (0.97, 1.03)       1.19 (0.76, 1.86)     0.88 (0.59, 1.31)   1.08 (0.53, 2.19)       0.56 (0.34, 0.93)\*     1.37 (0.79, 2.37)
   Cote d\'Ivoire              0.97 (0.95, 1.00)\*     0.85 (0.48, 1.50)     0.96 (0.54, 1.7)    1.03 (0.52, 2.03)       1.45 (0.87, 2.43)       3.36 (1.83, 6.17)\*\*
   Colombia                    1.01 (1.00, 1.02)\*     0.78 (0.63, 0.97)\*   1.13 (0.94, 1.35)   0.97 (0.71, 1.33)       1.60 (1.35, 1.90)\*\*   3.26 (2.67, 3.99)\*\*
   Georgia                     1.01 (1.00, 1.02)       1.13 (0.82, 1.56)     0.86 (0.61, 1.21)   0.23 (0.09, 0.59)\*\*   1.85 (1.37, 2.51)\*\*   4.50 (3.03, 6.67)\*\*
   Laos                        1.04 (1.01, 1.10)\*\*   0.90 (0.42, 1.97)     1.01 (0.45, 2.22)   1.72 (0.74, 3.99)       4.11 (1.83, 9.20)\*\*   2.59 (0.82, 8.11)
   Liberia                     1.01 (0.99, 1.02)       0.84 (0.58, 1.23)     0.98 (0.63, 1.53)   ---                     ---                     ---
   Mexico 2006                 1.04 (1.02, 1.05)\*\*   1.06 (0.78, 1.46)     0.89 (0.66, 1.21)   0.97 (0.33, 2.87)       1.80 (1.14, 2.84)\*\*   5.71 (3.71, 8.80)\*\*
   Mexico 2012                 1.00 (0.97, 1.03)       0.75 (0.55, 1.03)     1.03 (0.75, 1.42)   0.04 (0.01, 0.33)\*\*   1.98 (1.21, 3.23)\*\*   6.04 (3.85, 9.47)\*\*
   Papua New Guinea            1.00 (0.97, 1.02)       1.04 (0.49, 2.22)     1.03 (0.53, 1.98)   2.20 (0.99, 4.88)       1.06 (0.51, 2.17)       3.28 (1.35, 7.96)\*\*
   United States               1.02 (1.01, 1.03)\*\*   ---                   1.21 (0.96, 1.52)   0.15 (0.06, 0.38)\*\*   2.57 (1.77, 3.73)\*\*   8.46 (6.31, 11.34)\*\*
  AGP concentration \>1 g/L                                                                                                                      
   Cameroon                    1.00 (0.96, 1.04)       1.92 (0.93, 3.93)     0.78 (0.41, 1.50)   1.31 (0.44, 3.93)       0.48 (0.18, 1.30)       1.09 (0.43, 2.75)
   Cote d\'Ivoire              0.99 (0.97, 1.01)       1.35 (0.83, 2.19)     0.87 (0.57, 1.33)   1.50 (0.77, 2.93)       0.71 (0.41, 1.22)       5.03 (2.76, 9.17)\*\*
   Laos                        0.98 (0.96, 1.01)       1.91 (0.94, 3.87)     1.17 (0.61, 2.24)   1.29 (0.65, 2.59)       2.48 (1.03, 6.0.00)\*   3.14 (0.87, 11.3)
   Liberia                     0.99 (0.97, 1.01)       1.15 (0.78, 1.68)     0.75 (0.49, 1.17)   ---                     ---                     NA
   Papua New Guinea            0.97 (0.95, 0.99)\*     0.77 (0.45, 1.35)     1.60 (1.00, 2.55)   1.72 (0.69, 4.26)       0.87 (0.55, 1.38)       2.58 (1.15, 5.79)\*

All values are ORs (95% CIs). Values were adjusted for all variables in the row. Data of rural residence compared with urban were based on a report by survey implementers. Household SES was classified as low, medium, or high on the basis of household member employment in Georgia, household income in Papua New Guinea, the poverty-index ratio in the United States, and an asset score in all other surveys; for bivariate analyses, the low-SES group was compared with a reference group of medium-SES and high-SES combined. Underweight, overweight, and obese were defined as BMI (in kg/m^2^) \<18.5, 25 to \<30, and ≥30, respectively. Lactating was based on a respondent report of breastfeeding currently or within the past 24 h. \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01. AGP, α-1-acid glycoprotein; BRINDA, Biomarkers Reflecting Inflammation and Nutritional Determinants of Anemia; CRP, C-reactive protein; NA, not applicable; SES, socioeconomic status.

Compared with normal BMI (18.5--24), low BMI was associated with lower odds of elevated CRP in the 3 surveys with significant results ([Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}). Data from women in 6 of 9 surveys showed a positive association between overweight (25 to \<30) relative to normal BMI, and only 1 survey (Cameroon) showed the opposite association. However, when obese participants were compared with participants with normal BMI, data from women in 7 of 9 countries showed a significant, positive association with elevated CRP with ORs (95% CIs) ranging from 3.26 (2.67, 3.99) (Colombia) to 8.46 (6.31, 11.34) (United States). In contrast, BMI was only associated with AGP-defined inflammation in 3 surveys. Current lactation was significantly associated with elevated CRP in only 1 (Colombia) of 3 surveys with available data (**Supplemental Table 3**). There was no association between lactation and elevated AGP.

Pooled analyses of surveys in WRA that measured malaria infection (Cameroon, Cote d'Ivoire, and Liberia) included only malaria, age, rural location compared with urban location, and SES, because other variables were not consistently available in all surveys. Malaria was significantly associated with elevated CRP and elevated AGP, whereas rural location was significantly associated with elevated AGP but not with elevated CRP (**Supplemental Table 4**). In a pooled analysis of the 2 malarial countries that measured anthropometric measures (Cameroon, Cote d'Ivoire), obesity and malaria were significantly associated with both elevated CRP and AGP (data not shown).

DISCUSSION
==========

To our knowledge, our study is the largest multicountry analysis to evaluate the prevalence of acute and long-term inflammation and factors associated with inflammation according to survey and population group. Data from ∼30,000 PSC and 25,000 WRA showed an overall high prevalence of inflammation with a median of any inflammation of 57.0% in PSC and of 20.0% in WRA. Although there was considerable heterogeneity in the prevalence of inflammation, inflammation was generally more common in low-income and lower-middle--income countries (11 of 14 countries) in PSC and was more common in higher-income countries in WRA ([@b20]). AGP is characterized as a measure of long-term inflammation, and the association between AGP and stunting and more common illnesses including diarrhea in the low- and lower-middle--income countries is suggestive of recurrent exposure to environmental factors promoting an APR ([@b24]).

In PSC, we showed a more-consistent and higher magnitude of significant positive associations between stunting and elevated AGP than between stunting and elevated CRP, which potentially reflects AGP's role as a marker of long-term inflammation as opposed to acute inflammation ([@b7], [@b24], [@b25]). More specifically, stunting is usually associated with long-term exposure to a poor diet or repeated infection episodes that limit critical catch-up growth until 15--18 mo of age ([@b26], [@b27]). In PSC, elevated CRP was only associated with fever and malaria, whereas elevated AGP was associated with fever, cough, diarrhea, and malaria in a majority of data sets. In the pooled analysis in surveys that measured malaria infection, stunting was significantly positively associated only with elevated AGP, whereas wasting was significantly associated with elevated concentrations of both CRP and AGP.

In WRA, the factor that was most consistently associated with elevated CRP was obesity (significantly positively associated in 7 of 9 countries with data) as has been shown in many previous studies ([@b12]). Obesity was also significantly associated with elevated AGP concentrations in 2 of 4 countries with available data. These trends were also seen with overweight. Pooled analyses of surveys that assessed malaria infection also showed a significant relation of obesity with both biomarkers of inflammation although only 2 countries contributed data. This analysis contributes to the mounting body of literature describing the association between obesity and inflammation by showing consistent patterns across a variety of countries and environments.

With regard to recent illness, limited data were available in WRA. The analyses of the PSC data showed a consistent, strong, positive association between recent fever and malaria and any inflammation. The association of malaria and inflammation was confirmed in pooled analyses; unfortunately, fever could not be included because of inconsistencies in the data collection. In contrast, the association between a recent cough and diarrhea and inflammation differed by APPs. These 2 morbidities, cough and diarrhea, were generally not significantly associated with elevated CRP (data available in 7 surveys) but were significantly, positively associated with elevated AGP in a majority of the 5 surveys with data. These findings suggest that reports of recent cough and diarrhea may have reflected a state of long-term infection or that the children were going through the convalescent stage of recovery (normal CRP with elevated AGP) ([@b9]).

Country-level analyses, which included age as a continuous variable, did not show consistent associations across the age distribution with elevated CRP or AGP. The pooled analysis, which was conducted in surveys with malaria data, showed a weak but significant negative relation of AGP with continuous age. In other analyses that incorporated age as a categorical variable, older age (36--59 mo), compared with children aged 12--23 mo, was associated with a 30--57% decrease in odds of elevated AGP before adjustment for other covariates (data not shown). Similarly, in a recent cohort study of infants in Bolivia, CRP and AGP concentrations increased with age from 2 to 18 mo, and in a national, cross-sectional survey in Tanzania, children aged 36--59 mo were less likely to have elevated CRP than were children aged 6--35 mo ([@b15], [@b28]). Younger children have an immature adaptive immune system and receive maternal antibodies through breastmilk for the first 6--12 mo of age ([@b29]). In addition, exposure to environmental pathogens can increase, fairly drastically, as toddlers gain mobility and begin to eat more complementary foods including foods prepared with unclean water or that are stored in unhygienic conditions ([@b30]). When coupled with a more mature immune system, older PSC (aged 36--59 mo) are more able to combat the continuous exposure to environmental pathogens that are reflected by the pattern of association with elevated AGP. These patterns are consistent with results suggesting a peak in inflammation between 12 and 35 mo of age.

We showed limited consistent patterns in the association between commonly measured sociodemographic factors and elevated CRP and AGP. Within surveys, there was a similar pattern of an association between SES and both measures of inflammation, but the pattern varied inconsistently between surveys probably because of the different environmental factors within each environment (e.g., malaria endemicity, variable measures for SES, and the GNI of the country, which may reflect the availability of health care and other public health interventions). Rural residence compared with urban residence showed a mixed pattern of an association with inflammation as well. Cote d'Ivoire, Liberia, and Pakistan are all countries where malaria is present, and rural communities tend to have higher parasitemia than in urban communities, which is probably reflected in the association between rural living and elevated CRP and AGP concentrations ([@b31]). The Philippines and Mexico do not have endemic malaria; the relation between the APPs and rural residence compared with urban residence could reflect differential SES distributions. Although there are not sufficient data available to explore these associations and possible confounders in more depth, these patterns reveal a challenge with defining a consistent population or environment profile in which women and children may have higher odds of inflammation.

The strengths of the analysis include the use of data from a number of WHO regions and the incorporation of the concurrent measurements of AGP, which is an uncommonly measured inflammatory biomarker that reflects long-term inflammation, CRP, which is a more commonly measured biomarker that predominantly reflects acute inflammation, and a number of covariates. The data analysis is limited by inconsistent data-collection methods across the multiple, cross-sectional surveys, which is reflected by different age (PSC only), rural compared with urban, and SES distributions across surveys, and recent illness being unavailable for 8 surveys in PSC and 7 surveys in WRA. In addition, a number of important covariates of inflammation that were not consistently measured in the surveys included indicators of access to clean water and sanitation and nonmalarial infections (e.g., HIV and soil-transmitted helminths). We did not include pregnant women in our analysis, which is a research gap because of the shown increase in inflammatory proteins in pregnancy and their potential link to adverse maternal and infant health outcomes ([@b32], [@b33]). Further, breastfeeding and lactation were included as binary variables across the full age distribution and did not account for a differential association across the age distribution. In addition, the indicator did not account for the history of breastfeeding. Finally, these results are limited to associations, rather than causations, between covariates and inflammation. We limited the scope of this paper to evaluate the prevalence of inflammation in different settings and to see if factors that are associated with elevated CRP and AGP are consistent across environments and population characteristics. We also used standard cutoffs for CRP and AGP to define inflammation; analyses with the use of lower cutoffs or a continuous distribution of CRP and AGP may produce different results. However, a recent study in Bolivian infants examined factors that are associated with inflammation with the use of CRP concentration cutoffs of 5, 3, and 1.1 mg/L, and the results were similar ([@b28]).

In conclusion, strong and consistent patterns of association between elevated CRP or AGP and covariates were limited to positive associations with recent fever and malaria (CRP and AGP), recent diarrhea, stunting, and elevated AGP in PSC and with overweight and obesity and elevated CRP in WRA. These findings support the well-known association between recent and current morbidity and overweight and obesity and the inflammatory response while providing support for an association between stunting and longer-term inflammation across a range of environments and populations. However, there are no consistent associations with demographic covariates across the surveys. Taken together, these results, as summarized across a variety of environments, suggest that no clear profile of demographic characteristics such as sex, SES, or rural residence are likely to be associated with elevated inflammation while, at the same time, providing evidence that the exclusion method would disproportionately exclude individuals experiencing certain morbidities or abnormal growth. Because of these relations between commonly measured covariates and inflammation, as defined by elevated AGP or CRP, the concurrent measurement of biochemical inflammatory biomarkers is needed to facilitate the adjustment of nutrition biomarkers that are influenced by inflammation.
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